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AGENDA 

• What is the PPFA?

• How does the law effect existing PPP loans?
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PAYCHECK PROTECTION PROGRAM 
FLEXIBILITY ACT 

Was signed into law by President Trump on June 5, 2020. 
This amendment was passed by both the House and  Senate  
on a bipartisan basis hereafter referred to as the PPPFA.

The amendment makes many changes called for by 
organizations like the AICPA, NAEA,  and NFIB.
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THE PAYCHECK PROTECTION PROGRAM 
FLEXIBILITY ACT (PPPFA)

• H.R. 7010 was passed by the House and Senate and 
signed into law by the president 06/05/2020

• Is only 4 pages in length but don’t let that fool you as to 
it’s affects and impact

• The law changes or amends a number of laws including: 
The Small Business Act, Cares Act & The Paycheck 
Protection Program and Health Care Enhancement Act
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PPPFA 
CHANGES
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Extends time period to use funds from 8 weeks to 24 weeks but not ending 
later that December 31, 2020.

Changes required amount used for payroll from 75% to 60% to qualify for 
forgiveness.  Increases non-payroll allowable expenses from 24% to 40%.

Pushes back a June 30 deadline to rehire workers to December 31, 2020

Eases rehire requirements.

Requires application for forgiveness withing 10 months of the end of 
eligible period. 

Extends the repayment term from 2 years to 5.*

Allows recipients that received PPP loans prior to enactment to opt out of 
amendment changes.

Strikes the disallowance of 
payroll tax deferral for those 
that have received PPP loans.



1. Extends time period to use funds from 8 weeks to 24 
weeks but not ending later that December 31, 2020.
+ This will make it easer for borrowers to get full forgiveness on 
loans.

- Makes it more difficult to keep in place full workforce as required to   
qualify for full forgiveness.

+ Those with outstanding loans as of 6/5/2020 (the date of enactment 
could elect to have original 8-week period apply)

Apply at 8 weeks if you qualify and can get full forgiveness.
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TIP



Some Questions Remain Unanswered

Is the compensation limit now $46,154 (24/52) per 
employee rather than $15,385 (8/52) per employee based 
on the $100,000 compensation annual maximum?

If so how will this effect sole proprietors? 
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Example Sole proprietor could receive a maximum  loan of 
$20,833 (2.5 x average monthly 2019 Schedule C line 
31, limited to $100,000.  This equals 2.5 X  8,333. 

If new law allows 24/52 of $100,000 full forgiveness 
would apply.  If 8 week rule is applied maximum 
forgiveness would be only  $15,385. ($100,000 / 52) X 
8.



2. Changes required amount used for payroll from 75% to 
60% to qualify for forgiveness.  Increases non-payroll 
allowable expenses from 25% to 40%.
+ Allows a greater amount of rent, mortgage interest & utilities to be 
deducted and requires less payroll to be eligible for full forgiveness.

- Replaces a phase out for those with less that 75% payroll with a cliff 
that allows no phase out of at least 60% payroll is not archived.*
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TIP
Payroll includes: Wages, vacation pay, employer 
paid health insurance, employer retirement 
contributions.



3. Pushes back a June 30 deadline to rehire workers to 
December 31, 2020.
+ Many businesses were concerned they might not be open, or 
certainly not at full capacity by this date, and would once again, be 
required to pay employees for not working. Under the new law, 
businesses now have until December 31, 2020, to rehire workers in 
order for their salaries to count towards forgiveness.

- The law did not change how salaries are calculated towards 
forgiveness. The payroll calculation used in the loan application still 
applies to the forgivable amount.   
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4. Eases rehire requirements.
The new law it adds additional exceptions for a reduced head count. 
The law states a business can still receive forgiveness on payroll 
amounts if it:

• is unable to rehire an individual who was an employee of the 
eligible recipient on or before February 15, 2020;

• is able to demonstrate an inability to hire similarly qualified 
employees on or before December 31, 2020; or

• is able to demonstrate an inability to return to the same level of 
business activity as such business was operating at prior to 
February 15, 2020.
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It remains unclear how to “demonstrate the inability to rehire similarly qualified employees” or 
what the standard “to demonstrate the inability to return to previous levels of business activity” 
would be.



5. Requires application for forgiveness withing 10 months 
of the end of eligible period. 

If forgiveness application is not submitted within 10 months of the 
end of the forgiveness period (24 weeks from disbursement of funds) 
the lender is required to begin the repayment period and interest 
accumulation. 
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6. Extends the repayment term from 2 years to 5.*

• For unforgiven loan amounts, businesses now will have five years at 
1% interest to repay the loan. 

• The first payment will be deferred for six months after the SBA 
makes a determination on forgiveness. 

• Under current regulations your bank has 60 days to make a 
forgiveness determination and the SBA an additional 90 days, this 
means you could have up until May of 2021 to make the first 
payment on the loan.
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*  Joint Statement by SBA Administrator Jovita Carranza and U.S. Treasury Secretary Steven T. 
Mnuchin says “Increase to five years the maturity of PPP loans that are approved by SBA (based 
on the date SBA assigns a loan number) on or after June 5, 2020.”



7. Allows recipients that received PPP loans prior to 
enactment to opt out of amendment changes.

• This allows pre-enactment borrowers to choose the 8-week period 
for calculating forgiveness amounts rather than the 24 week period 
included in the PPPAF.

• This would also require meeting the full employment requirement 
by the original June 30, 2020 date.
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Eligible borrowers should consider opting out and 
using the 8 week period if they can do this and still 
achive full forgiveness, thereby avoiding future 
regulation changes that could affect your business.



8. Strikes the disallowance of payroll tax deferral for 
those that have received PPP loans.

Allows borrowers to take advantage of the CARES Act provision 
allowing deferment of the employer’s payroll taxes for Social Security 
for a period of up to two years. Previously, PPP did not permit 
deferment of these taxes on the forgivable portion of the loan.
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This provision applies only to the employer portion 
of social security payroll taxes. This amounts to ½ 
of the 6.2% employer portion. 

Warning
The employer tax amount deferred will be due as follows: 
50% at the end of 2021 with the balance due the end of 
2022. These deferred taxes will be due along with all 
current taxes due at the time. 



DOCUMENT DOCUMENT DOCUMENT

• Employees that refuse to return to work upon recall.

• Inability to find suitable replacement employees

• Hours for full and part time employees

• Reductions in business and revenue due to COVID-19

As with new law and tax act we are sure rules, regulations and clarification will 
be forth coming from the various agencies that have authority over all the laws 
involved including the IRS, Treasury, SBA, DOL so be ready for a bumpy ride.
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RESOURCES
• Small Business Administration – www.SBA.gov

• Internal Revenue Service – www.IRS.gov

• RMS Accounting – www.RMSAccounting.com

• Today’s Presentation & Handouts https://rmsaccounting.com/ppp-loan-webinar-handouts/

• This webinar is a production of RMS Accounting, information presented should not be considered as 
accounting, tax, or professional advice.

Presented by: 

Steven J. Weil, PhD, EA  

steve@RMSAccounting.com

954-563-1269 or 800-382-1040
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